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Subject: Re: Public Records Request - PR065
From: BJensen <bjensen@sheltertrak.com>
Date: Mon, 06 Apr 2009 20:42:18 -0800
To: Denise Haynes <haynesd@co.kern.ca.us>
Denise,
Please query the records with both DOB and age (Years and Months) included. Although most of your intakes
may not have a value for DOB I can assure you, the empty DOB data fields will not be just wasted space ;-) I
need both to prove a point.
It might help if you query the 2007 impounds into one file and then query the 2008-2009YTD impounds in a
second file. The query results should give you only about 30-35K records in each file. Much easier to handle
and will result in smaller files.
Thank you,
Brad Jensen
Cypress,CA

Denise Haynes wrote:
Brad - We don't have DOB's on 99.9% of our intakes, there's absolutely no way for us
to know that info. Our ages are based on staff's and vet's visuals. That's as good
as it's going to get for impounds by age. It would be a waste of space to include DOB
in the querry. the other fields are already there. I will rerun the querry. Of
course you know, this is going to be a monstrous file.
denise

BJensen <bjensen@sheltertrak.com> 04/01/2009 9:31 PM >>>

Dear Denise Haynes,
Please see the attached public records request.
Would you please re-run that one query you now have to include all
animal impounds from
JANUARY 2007 through FEBRUARY 2009?
And please use criteria for impound dates only and none for outcome
date. This will allow us to retrieve the correct number of animal
impound records. Listed below are the Chameleon data fields I'll be
needing. Please note, I've included the data field DOB (Date of Birth)
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to this list so that I can get a slightly better read on impounds by
age. I'd still like you to include the AGE fields though (Years and
Months) because of a technical issue with Chameleon I'm trying to sort out.
INTAKE DATE
INTAKE TYPE
JURISDICTION
INTAKE SUBTYPE
ANIMAL ID
SPECIES
AGE YRS
AGE MOS
DOB
SEX
PRIMARY BREED
PRIMARY COLOR
INTAKE COND
OUTCOME TYPE
OUTCOME SUBTYPE
OUTCOME DATE
Thank you.
Regards,
Brad Jensen
Cypress,CA
http://www.sheltertrak.com
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